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Introduction – what is this consultation about?
Haven’t I heard something about the Local Plan before?

1.1

The purpose of this consultation is to get your views on recent work we have been doing for a new local plan that looks beyond
2021 when our current plans to guide development end. The new local plan will include development sites and planning policies
that look ahead to 2035. Our previous consultations in 2014 and 2015 have helped shape our ideas about the broad content of the
plan and now we need to ask you about taking that further.

1.2

We have already asked for your comments on:








1.3

the level of housing, employment, and retail growth that might be needed
where that growth should go
the main themes and issues that the plan should address, its vision and objectives
the scope of the plan’s policies
cross boundary and strategic issues that we should discuss with neighbouring authorities
the future role of Bedford town centre
methodologies for choosing sites for development and choosing local green spaces.

We also asked you to submit details of possible development sites so that we could see where land could be available and details
of about 640 sites have been sent to us. More information about both the 2014 and 2015 consultations, with a summary of your
comments and our response, together with details of the sites that have been put forward can be found on the Local Plan 2035
page of the Council’s website.
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What is the purpose of this consultation?
1.4

Since last year’s consultation we have been working on a preferred strategy for where growth should go. We have also completed
some important studies and this consultation is an opportunity to share them with you and ask for your views on how we have
interpreted their findings.

1.5

Further details on these matters are covered in the rest of this consultation paper. Section 2 looks at the strategy for growth,
section 3 looks at Local Green Spaces and section 4 looks at the evidence to support the local plan. You will see that there are
questions in each section and we are interested in your views. If you disagree with the work we have done please tell us how we
can improve it and, if you like what we have written, tell us that too so that we get a balanced view.

1.6

This paper contains hyperlinks to other documents. They are shown in blue text and if you click on that text it will take you to the
document. If you are reading a paper copy of the consultation paper then the documents can all be found on the Local Plan 2035
page of the Council’s web site (www.bedford.gov.uk/localplan2035). Paper consultation documents can be read at local libraries in
the borough (including the mobile library) and at St. Neots, Rushden, Biggleswade and Flitwick libraries just outside the borough.
They are also available at the Council’s Customer Service Centre on Horne Lane in Bedford.

How do I comment?
1.7

Questions on key matters are highlighted in various places in the document and you should answer these on the separate response
form however you do not have to answer every question. The easiest way to comment is by using our on-line consultation page.
You will be able to save a copy of your response for your own records and you will receive an acknowledgement so that you know
that we have received your submission. Alternatively comments can be made by filling in the Word format questionnaire. If you
prefer this method, please attach the completed Word document to an email (Microsoft Word format makes it easier for us to
organise and analyse the comments) and send it to planningpolicy@bedford.gov.uk.

1.8

Sending your comments by email or by using the on-line form are the cheapest and easiest ways to respond to the consultation. If
you cannot do this you can print and post your completed questionnaire or write a letter. Please attach a stamp and post to:
Local Plan 2035 Consultation
Planning Policy Team, Borough Hall
Bedford, MK42 9AP
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Please do not submit comments in more than one format or send to more than one email address. If you have submitted
comments electronically you do not need to print and post them.
1.9

The consultation period runs from 24 April until 9 June 2017. All comments (paper and electronic) should be received by 5pm on
9 June 2017. All responses will be acknowledged and may be published. If you submit comments by email or send a letter and
have not received an acknowledgement within four weeks, please let us know.

What will happen to my comments and what happens next?
1.10 The results of this consultation will help us to write the Local Plan 2035. We will use your comments to help us finalise the
development strategy and site selection methodology (see Section 2) and choose the most suitable development sites for inclusion
in the plan. This will include further work to look at the cumulative impact of the development of those sites on things such as
roads, road junctions, schools and other infrastructure. We will also need to consider whether the plan as a whole is deliverable, in
other words whether the sites that we have chosen are likely to be developed and deliver the necessary levels of growth.
1.11 When all this work is complete, we expect to publish a completed draft of the local plan in early 2018. At that stage it will contain
development sites and policies. There will be a period of further public consultation and the Council will consider the comments
that are made before deciding whether to submit the plan, together with the comments that have been made, to the Planning
Inspectorate for ‘examination’ or to make changes to the plan before taking it any further. Details of the timetable are published in
the Council’s Local Development Scheme.
1.12 While this is happening we will continue to talk to other local authorities about some strategic issues that need to be dealt with
jointly. The biggest issue is whether Bedford borough needs to find development sites to cater for London or Luton’s growth if they
cannot accommodate their own development needs. The Government has introduced a ‘duty to co-operate’ so that where this kind
of situation arises, nearby Councils are required to look at ways they can help. So far we haven’t taken account of any such
additional growth as there is not yet any evidence that it is needed. Nevertheless we must continue to take part in these
conversations and work constructively to find a solution if necessary, otherwise our own plan may fail.
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2

Strategy for growth
What previous consultations have there been?

2.1

As mentioned above, we asked you in both 2014 and 2015 about where growth should go. We also asked if any potential
development sites were available. A summary of how your comments and other information have influenced our thinking so far is
set out in the topic paper Development Strategy and Site Selection Methodology.

How have things moved on since the last consultation?
2.2

Among the sites that were submitted in response to the 2015 ‘call for sites’ were several proposals for large-scale developments
that could potentially form new settlements. The assessment of these is ongoing, however we felt that the potential allocation of
one or more new settlements was such a significant change to the strategy that it warranted this further round of public
consultation. More information about new settlements is given in paragraphs 2.15 - 2.18 below.

2.3

Since the 2015 consultation, updated national population data have been published (the 2014 based sub-national population
projections). These affect the number of dwellings that must be allocated in the local plan and mean that the calculation of housing
need now must be updated. At the same time we decided to amend the plan period from 2012-2032 to 2015-2035 in order to
ensure that, when the local plan is adopted, it covers the full 15-year time horizon expected by the Government’s National Planning
Policy Framework. The calculation of our future housing needs is explained in a document called the Strategic Housing Market
Assessment which has been prepared for the Council by consultants. The Government has recently published its Housing White
Paper ‘Fixing our broken housing market’ which explains that a new and simplified method of calculating housing need will shortly
be the subject of consultation. As a result, the numbers set out in this paper may change before the plan is finalised to bring them
into line with a new standardised methodology.

2.4

As part of the 2015 consultation, you made a number of comments on the topic paper which discussed the work undertaken to
establish a settlement hierarchy. The settlement hierarchy compares the availability of services and facilities in villages and is one
of the factors used to help decide where development should be located. As a result of the comments received, a number of
refinements have been made, resulting in some changes to the position of villages in the hierarchy. Details of these changes are
given in the revised Rural Settlement Hierarchy Scoring Methodology.
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2.5

We have also listened to your comments about making the best use of brownfield sites before greenfield land is developed. Reusing brownfield sites is encouraged by the Government’s National Planning Policy Framework and is an effective way of dealing
with unsightly or polluted land. In order to explore the potential of this opportunity further, we have included in the preferred local
plan strategy the specific opportunity presented by the former Stewartby brickworks site, which has been unused since it closed in
2008.

How much growth needs to be provided?
2.6

As mentioned above, the Strategic Housing Market Assessment has been updated. It shows that we need to have sites available to
build 19,000 homes in the borough. This means that on average 950 homes need to be completed in Bedford borough each year
to meet the target. It is a challenging number but achieving it will be helped by the fact that we already have land with planning
permission and land allocated in current plans that make a substantial contribution. In relation to employment growth, the evidence
in Economy and Employment Topic Paper shows that, once existing commitments are taken into account which will provide for
employment and business growth in the plan period, there is no clear need at present to allocate additional land specifically for
business, industry or warehousing uses. As a result, the preferred strategy is not to allocate any additional land for such
employment but to include a policy in the local plan setting out how we will deal with any proposals to develop new free-standing
employment sites. This is likely to support developments that provide a genuinely new form and / or quality of employment
development rather than duplicate existing undeveloped sites. A list of housing and employment sites is given in the Strategic
Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment topic paper. The following pie chart (Figure 1) shows that over half of the
housing need is already met by existing planning permissions or allocations, meaning that the local plan needs to allocate land for
at least an additional 8,103 homes up to 2035.
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Figure 1: How much additional housing does the borough
need and how will it be met?

Completions and existing
planning permissions 51%
(9,668)

42%
51%

Existing allocations 1% (54)

Windfall 6% (1,175)

6%

1%

Remainder to be allocated
42% (8,103)

Note. ‘Windfall’ means sites which have not been specifically identified as available in the local plan process. They normally comprise
previously-developed sites that have unexpectedly become available. (Source: NPPF.)

2.7

The preferred strategy for growth explains how we propose to share this remaining requirement of 8,103 homes between various
locations in the borough.
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What is the Council’s preferred strategy?
2.8

The strategy we are proposing is for development to focus on:







2.9

The creation of a new settlement or settlements that will provide a new focus for strategic growth.
Regeneration of the large brownfield site opportunity at the former Stewartby brickworks site (subject to resolving concerns
about the impact on historic buildings and structures, and the effect this might have on the viability of development).
Regeneration in the urban area of Bedford and Kempston, together with sustainable urban extensions, with growth in housing,
employment, retail and other facilities. This will include regeneration projects to create a vibrant and modern town centre while
preserving the established character.
Development in villages at a scale that takes account of existing commitments and infrastructure capacity / potential
infrastructure capacity. Growth in the larger (Group 1) villages will provide primarily new homes but also services for the local
community. Growth in the next size (Group 2) villages will be more limited to help support local services. Some development
may also be appropriate in Group 3 and 4 settlements if needed and supported by the community.
Maintaining a living, working countryside and improving the rural area’s self-reliance by supporting opportunities to diversify the
rural economy while conserving and enhancing the natural environment.

The table below shows the number of homes proposed to be allocated in each location. In order to produce the preferred strategy
we have undertaken an initial assessment of which sites could be allocated. This has been done by looking at the available sites to
see which of them are most suitable for development, using the methodology that is set out in the topic paper Development
Strategy and Site Selection Methodology. The total is a little under the 8,103 required however as work continues on the local plan
we anticipate that the capacity of some sites will increase as the full assessment of sites is completed. More information about this
initial assessment and an explanation of how these numbers were arrived at is given in the section below.
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Figure 2: Preferred strategy growth allocations
Location

Amount of development

New settlement(s) (precise locations to be decided)

Between 4,000 and 6,000 dwellings in total however we estimate only 2,200 of
these will be developed by 2035.
2,200
1,000

Brownfield site opportunities (Stewartby brickworks)
Bedford / Kempston urban area

Group 1 villages – Key Service Centres

Group 2 villages – Rural Service Centres

Within urban area
Extensions to urban area

877
1,111

Total

1,988

Bromham
Clapham
Gt Barford
Sharnbrook
Shortstown
Wilstead
Wixams
Wootton

500
500
500
600
0
500
0
0

Total

2,600

Carlton
Harrold
Milton Ernest
Oakley
Roxton
Stewartby (see above for allocation at the former brickworks)
Turvey
Willington

25-50
25-50
25-50
25-50
25-50
0
25-50
0

Total (mid point)

225
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Group 3 and 4 settlements

No specific allocation in the local plan however Parish Councils may bring
forward sites through Neighbourhood Plans with the support of their local
communities. If no Neighbourhood Plan is in preparation, planning applications
for development will be guided by policy.

Total
Note: Some settlements do not have a dwelling allocation. This is explained in the following sections.

2.10

8,013

In some parts of the borough Parish Councils are preparing Neighbourhood Plans with the support of their local communities.
Neighbourhood Plans have the same status as the local plan but must not conflict with the borough-wide local plan’s strategy.
They can be used to allocate sites in the same way as the local plan and allow local residents to decide for themselves where
development should take place. Where Parish Councils have made significant progress in writing a Neighbourhood Plan and want
to deliver the amount of development required by the local plan’s strategy, we intend to leave the selection of sites to them. We will
be asking Parish Councils as part of this consultation to consider their position and tell us whether they are willing to make this
commitment.
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2.11

The following pie chart (Figure 3) illustrates how the 8,103 homes that remain to be allocated would be shared in the preferred
strategy between the locations in Figure 2.
Figure 3: Where does the preferred strategy allocate the
additional 8,103 homes needed for the local plan?

3%
New settlement(s) 27% (2,200)

27%
32%

Stewartby brickworks 12%
(1,000)
12%
26%

Within and adjoining urban area
26% (1,988)
Group 1 villages 32% (2,600)
Group 2 villages 3% (225)
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2.12

Looking at the overall need for 19,000 homes within the plan period, the following pie chart (Figure 4) shows that the largest
proportion is being provided within and adjoining the urban area.
Figure 4: Where will the additional 19,000 homes go, taking
account of the local plan preferred strategy, existing planning
permissions and allocations?
5%

12%

5%

New settlement(s) 12%
Stewartby brickworks 5%

38%

40%

Within and adjoining urban area
40%
Group 1 villages 38%
Group 2 villages 5%

2.13

New employment development should be located near to main roads, preferably re-using existing employment sites, and be in
locations with good access by public transport, bicycle and on foot. In accordance with Government guidance in the National
Planning Policy Framework, the preferred location for office development is the town centre.

2.14

Not everyone will agree with the Council’s preferred strategy, nevertheless the Government expects local plans to meet all of the
needs that are projected to arise in the borough over the period covered by the plan and will not allow the plan to be adopted
unless it does. Failure to adopt the new local plan would weaken the Council’s ability to manage where building takes place and
would result in development taking place in an uncontrolled and piecemeal way. The following sections look at the different types of
location for development in the preferred strategy. The separate response form asks questions about each section to give you the
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opportunity to let us know whether you agree or disagree with the allocation of development in that location. If you disagree with
any part of the preferred strategy you need to tell us where development should be allocated instead. Separate questions are
asked about the specific sites that could be allocated to deliver the amount of growth that is needed.

New settlements
2.15

Among the sites that were submitted as part of the previous consultation in 2015 were several proposals for large-scale
developments. Of these, our assessment shows that four offer the opportunity for a stand-alone new settlement. Further detail of
this assessment is given in the topic paper New Settlements Assessment Framework Methodology and Initial Site Assessment.
The four sites are:





Lee Farm, near Sharnbrook
Thurleigh Airfield
Twinwoods near Milton Ernest
Wyboston Garden Village.

2.16

They range from 4,000 dwellings to 6,000 dwellings in size. Each of them includes employment provision and a range of other
uses, including primary and secondary schools, open spaces and community facilities. You can find out more information about
each proposal on the Local Plan 2035 page of the Council’s web site. A map showing the location of the four sites is attached as
Appendix 1.

2.17

Your earlier comments in response to the previous consultations showed us that there was general support for the idea that new
settlements might help to meet development needs. We have therefore investigated these four proposals in more detail and asked
their promoters for further information where necessary. We have carried out an assessment process which compares them
against key considerations, including garden city principles, and this is set out in the topic paper New Settlements Assessment
Framework Methodology and Initial Site Assessment. This work is still ongoing and no decision has yet been made on which
proposals, if any, should be included in the local plan and we would welcome your views. However, we think that a new settlement
or settlements could be developed as part of the local plan, subject to significant infrastructure investment, and we have therefore
included this in our preferred strategy. If new settlements are not included, the number of homes they could have provided would
have to be allocated elsewhere in the borough.
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2.18

When looking at the number of homes that one or more new settlements could provide, even though a new settlement could
eventually contain between 4,000 and 6,000 dwellings when completed, the time taken to design and build new roads, sewers and
other infrastructure, means that only about 2,200 of these are likely to be finished before 2035 (the end date of the plan) with the
remainder being built after 2035. It is not intended that the whole of each of these sites will be developed up to the boundary.
Instead, landscaping and open space will be included to soften the edges of development and provide appropriate buffers.
Question 1 on the separate response form is about the part that new settlement(s) play in the preferred development
strategy. Please tell us by answering Question 1 whether you agree or disagree that one or more of the new settlement
proposals should form part of the development strategy.
(Comments on the way the assessment of the four new settlements has been carried out can be made by answering
Question 12).

Brownfield site opportunities
2.19

Since the Stewartby brickworks closed in 2008 we have known that this site represents a substantial opportunity. It is a brownfield
site of about 52 hectares and has good transport links as it lies either side of the Bedford to Bletchley railway line and is close to the
A421. Ideas for its future use have included employment as well as housing development. However the site also represents an
important reminder of the heritage of the Marston Vale brickmaking industry. The surviving chimneys and kilns are protected from
unauthorised demolition because of their historical importance, however they are likely to deteriorate unless a way can be found of
securing their future. The Government encourages the effective use of land by re-using previously developed (brownfield) land and
is expected to introduce targets to secure the redevelopment of brownfield sites. We want to make the best use of this opportunity,
provided that the heritage issues can be resolved. Development of the site would require remediation works and infrastructure
improvements. Together, these significant costs have delayed its redevelopment in the past, however we understand that new
owners are purchasing the site. An announcement about the route of the proposed East-West rail link is expected soon and this
could make the site more attractive to investors. We think that the site could provide about 1,000 homes towards the end of the
period covered by the local plan and have therefore provisionally included it in our preferred strategy. If this site is not included, the
number of homes it could have provided would have to be allocated elsewhere. Development on this scale means that the site
would have to include a new primary school as well as other community facilities, environmental and highway improvements. A
map showing the location of the site is attached as Appendix 2.
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2.20

There are no other large-scale brownfield site opportunities that have been put forward for consideration. Brownfield sites within or
adjoining the urban area are considered in the section below.

Question 2 on the separate response form is about the part that the former Stewartby Brickworks plays in the preferred
development strategy. Please tell us by answering Question 2 whether you agree or disagree that the brownfield site
opportunity at Stewartby brickworks should form part of the preferred development strategy.

What does our initial assessment of sites say?
2.21

This section of the consultation paper looks at the remaining sites that we think could make up the preferred development strategy.
It shows the sites that together add up to the amount of development shown in the preferred strategy growth allocations in Figure 2.

2.22

Details of how we carried out the initial assessment of sites are set out in the topic paper Development Strategy and Site Selection
Methodology. In summary we started by looking at whether the sites that had been put forward fitted with the preferred
development strategy. We then checked to see that sites were suitable for the development proposed, as well as being available
and deliverable. Finally, we assessed how sustainable the sites were and their contribution to meeting the emerging objectives of
the local plan.

2.23

In selecting sites that fit with the preferred development strategy, the initial assessment of sites begins by assuming that at least
one new settlement and the brownfield opportunity at the former Stewartby brickworks could be provided. After this, the priority is
to allocate all suitable and deliverable sites within the Bedford / Kempston urban area. A number of urban extensions are then
proposed on sites which are well connected to existing communities within the urban area. The remaining requirement is mainly
allocated to the larger (Group 1) villages, with smaller amounts of growth allocated to the smaller (Group 2) villages. The work we
have done so far in the initial assessment is explained further in the sections below.

2.24

An important consideration is whether the sites are able to deliver necessary infrastructure and services, such as schools,
community facilities, roads and drainage. In relation to primary schools, unless the development is of a type that does not create a
need for school places, we need to ensure that sufficient spaces are available in existing schools. In order to support growth, a
new school or school extension may be needed. Proposed new primary schools could provide one form of entry (one class in
every year group) but ideally would be a minimum of two forms of entry (two classes in every year group). Extensions to existing
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schools where possible should provide an additional whole form of entry. Based on recent analysis set out in the Education
Implications for Local Plan 2035 topic paper, in Bedford borough each additional 500 dwellings will generate the need for an
additional form of school entry (i.e. 30 pupils in each year) and 1,000 dwellings will generate the need for two forms of school entry.
The implication of this is that sites capable of providing around 500 or 1,000 homes would support delivery of the schools and
minimise funding gaps. Sites must offer the provision of a school at an early stage of the development. In all cases the Council will
require sites for new primary schools to be a minimum of two hectares in size, which will provide sufficient space to enable one
form entry schools to expand to meet future needs.

Sites within and on the edge of the urban area
2.25

In our initial assessment of which sites could be selected within the Bedford / Kempston urban area, we recognised that this is the
most sustainable location in the borough. It is here that land is used most efficiently: most employment, shops, services and other
facilities are located here, reducing the need to travel. These benefits mean that preference should be given to allocating sites
within the urban area wherever possible. However, various constraints such as the need to avoid areas of flooding, retain valued
open spaces and protect our heritage, mean that not all sites are suitable.

2.26

Extensions to the urban area can also be suitable locations for growth if they have good accessibility and are well related to existing
services and facilities within the urban area and necessary supporting infrastructure can be provided. In considering potential
extensions and associated amendments to the urban area boundary, it will also be important to consider landscape impact and the
distinctiveness of nearby villages. Where we have identified the potential for coalescence, we have anticipated that only part of the
proposed site will be available for development and in some cases we have identified areas which should remain open to maintain
local character.
Question 3 on the separate response form is about the part that sites in and on the edge of the urban area play in the
preferred development strategy. Please tell us by answering Question 3 whether you agree or disagree that all suitable
and available sites in and on the edge of the urban area should be allocated.
(If you have comments on the urban and edge of urban sites themselves then please see question 4.)

2.27

The sites that we think could be included in the preferred strategy in the urban area are as follows:
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Table 1: Preferred sites in the urban area
Site
number
5

Address

488
489
524
566
593

Rushmoor School, Shakespeare Road
St Andrews School, Kimbolton Road
Land at Duckmill Lane / Bedesman Lane
Land at Ford End Road
268-308 Ampthill Road

13
14
691, 29

66 College Street, Kempston
329 Bedford Road, Kempston
Gold Lane, Biddenham

Total

Bedford Rugby Club, Goldington Road

Estimated Comments
capacity
120 Redevelopment would retain the rugby pitch. Capacity is constrained by
adjoining uses and heritage considerations.
16 School is planning to relocate. Improvements are needed to access the site.
15 School is planning to relocate. Improvements are needed to access the site.
20 Potential flood issues need to be addressed.
500 Development includes a new primary school.
35 Redevelopment of employment land. Capacity may be constrained by
access issues and proximity of railway.
6 Improvements are needed to access the site.
5 Improvements are needed to access the site.
160 Heritage and landscape considerations have been taken into account when
estimating the capacity of this site however a more detailed assessment is
needed to inform the final site capacity.
877

2.28

Maps of the sites are attached as Appendix 3. The site at Ford End Road will generate the need for a new primary school. For
other sites existing primary schools are currently able to support this amount of growth, however school capacities change from
year to year and are kept under review.

2.29

The results of the initial assessment of the sites that have been put forward for consideration within the urban area are contained in
the topic paper Site Assessments and Potential Options for Allocation.

2.30

Although other sites were put forward for consideration in the urban area, we can only include them in the local plan if we have
evidence that they are suitable for the development proposed, available and are deliverable within the plan period. There are
several sites where this evidence is incomplete, yet we think that they may be suitable for development if circumstances change
over the period covered by the local plan. We cannot count on these sites as contributing to the numbers in the preferred strategy
at this time, however we can identify them as being potential opportunities for development in the future. If they come forward
within the lifetime of the local plan they will count as windfall sites that help meet our growth requirement. These opportunity sites
are as follows:
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Table 2: Opportunity sites in the urban area
Site
Address
number

TC15

Kingsway

4

Bedford St John’s old
station, Elstow Road
College Street,
Kempston
Land north of
Beverley Crescent

15
490

549

Total

Land adjoining 64
Chantry Avenue,
Kempston

Site area Estimated Comments
(ha)
maximum
potential
dwelling
capacity
6
500+ This area is allocated for redevelopment in the Bedford Town Centre Area Action
(approx)
Plan. Multiple land ownerships are involved and this has delayed progress,
however the area has potential for regeneration for residential, office, educational
and business uses. The 500 dwellings stated relates to known capacity. Wider
master planning work is underway to clarify the full potential of this area.
1.8
60 Awaiting announcement of East-West Rail route which could affect this site.
Details of access to the site need to be resolved.
0.5
16 Part of an older employment area which has poor access to strategic roads. The
area may be suitable for redevelopment in due course.
7.0
200 Adjoins the major development site north of Bromham Road. Part of the site is
designated as urban open space. Difficulties of access to the site need to be
resolved.
2.4
80 Part of the Woburn Road Industrial Estate that has been vacant for many years.
Details of the relationship with the adjoining industrial site need to be resolved.
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856+

2.31

Maps of the sites are attached as Appendix 4.

2.32

As far as the edge of urban sites are concerned, having considered all the sites that have been put forward we think that one
grouping of sites on the north side of Bedford at Salph End, Renhold, together with one grouping of sites on the west side at
Gibraltar Corner, Kempston could provide sustainable extensions to the urban area. In each case these areas are already closely
linked to facilities within the urban area. In addition we think that there is capacity for smaller developments at Lodge Hill on the
north western edge of the urban area, and to the rear of 94-122 Bromham Road Biddenham.

2.33

The sites that we think could be included in the preferred strategy as urban extensions are as follows:
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Table 3: Preferred sites on the edge of the urban area
Site
Address
number
Salph End
205 / 209 Land at Ravensden Road
581
27 Hookhams Lane
198 / 610 Land east of Hookhams Lane
Total Salph End
Gibraltar Corner
149
Land at Brook Farm, Wootton Road and
Wood End Lane
153
Land at Wood End Lane
147
Home Road (west)
146
Home Road (east)
317
Land at Potters Cross and Wootton Rd
Total Gibraltar Corner
Other urban area extensions
70
Lodge Hill, Clapham Road
25

Land rear of 94-122 Bromham Road,
Biddenham
Total all urban extensions

Estimated Comments
capacity
500 Accesses to the sites would need improvement. The Ravensden Road
site is large enough to provide a site for a primary school.

500 Accesses to the sites would need improvement. A primary school could
be provided off Wootton Road. The allocation would include provision of a
substantial area of permanent open space which would prevent
coalescence with Wootton and secure additional land for the creation of
the Forest of Marston Vale.

84 Capacity is limited by the topography of the site. Access can be achieved
by using the access already constructed for the sports facility.
27 Low density development to account for the site’s constraints and the
character of the area.
1,111

2.34

Maps of the sites are attached as Appendix 5. It is not intended that the whole of each of these sites will be developed up to the
boundary. Instead, landscaping and open space will be included to soften the edges of development and provide appropriate
buffers. Where the amount of development requires significantly less land than has been proposed the maps in the appendix give
an initial indication of where we think building could take place.

2.35

For each of the urban extensions, apart from Lodge Hill and Land rear of 94-122 Bromham Road, a new primary school will be
required. As there are several sites in different ownerships making up each urban extension, cooperation will be needed between
the separate developers to enable the delivery of necessary infrastructure at the appropriate time to serve the first residents. We
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will need evidence from all the developers that they are willing to work together if these sites are to be considered further for
inclusion in the local plan. For groups of sites that do proceed to allocation there will be a requirement that planning permission will
not be granted for any of the individual sites until the timing of infrastructure needed to support the whole of the allocation has been
agreed and secured by legal agreement.
2.36

The results of the initial assessment of the sites that have been put forward for consideration adjoining the urban area are
contained in the topic paper Site Assessments and Potential Options for Allocation.
Question 4 on the separate response form is about the urban and edge of urban sites. Please tell us by answering
Question 4 whether you agree or disagree with the proposed allocation of any of the sites that are identified in the tables
above.

Group 1 Villages – Key Service Centres
2.37

In our initial assessment of which sites could be allocated in the Group 1 villages we have taken account of the principle that the
larger villages should take more development than other rural locations because they are shown to have greater access to
transport, services and community facilities in our Rural Settlement Hierarchy Scoring Methodology topic paper. We have
proposed that in the Key Service Centres most development should take place in the villages of Bromham, Clapham, Great
Barford, Sharnbrook and Wilstead, with about 500 additional homes proposed for each. We have taken account of the fact that in
some other Group 1 villages growth is already taking place and this should be allowed time to integrate. For example, the situation
at Wixams, Wootton and Shortstown suggests that these villages should have no additional development at this time. In the case
of Wixams there is still a significant amount of development to build out and space at planned schools is committed to serve new
populations. Wootton has expanded significantly in recent years and development is soon to start on another large site south of
Fields Road. Similarly in Shortstown significant existing commitments remain to be built out. The figure for Sharnbrook is higher
than for the other villages because there is already spare capacity in the existing primary school to support 100 additional homes.
Question 5 on the separate response form is about the part that Group 1 villages play in the development strategy.
Please tell us by answering Question 5 whether you agree or disagree with the amount of development allocated to the
Group 1 villages.
(If you have comments on the Group 1 village sites themselves then please see question 6.)
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2.38

As previously, various constraints such as the need to avoid areas of flooding, retain valued open spaces and landscapes, and
protect our heritage, mean that not all sites are suitable. However, in most of the villages our initial assessment shows that there is
more than one way of achieving the number of homes required in the development strategy. Where this is the case, the
alternatives are shown below in a table for each village. In the table we have summarised what we think are the advantages and
disadvantages of each combination of sites. We would appreciate your views on the alternatives and will take account of your
comments when we make the final selection of sites for the local plan. The results of the initial assessment of the sites that have
been put forward for consideration within the Group 1 villages are contained in the topic paper Site Assessments and Potential
Options for Allocation.

2.39

For each of the eventual Group 1 village allocations a new primary school and other infrastructure improvements will be required.
Where there are several sites in different ownerships making up the allocation, cooperation will be needed between the separate
developers to enable the delivery of necessary infrastructure. We will need evidence from all the developers that they are willing to
work together to enable the provision of a school early on in the development if these sites are to be considered further for inclusion
in the local plan. This could affect the choice of alternative selections of sites.

2.40

We know that some Parish Councils are preparing Neighbourhood Plans that will include development site allocations. If it is likely
that that such Neighbourhood Plans are sufficiently progressed by the time that the local plan has to be submitted and they include
sites that achieve the number identified in the local plan strategy, then no allocations will need to be made in the local plan for that
village. Instead, the allocation of sites will be decided locally by the Parish Council in consultation with the local community.
Consulting on options in all Group 1 villages at this stage however, allows us to pick up the task of allocating sites if for some
reason a Neighbourhood Plan doesn’t progress as anticipated. Using the information that we have been given by the Parish
Councils, the latest position regarding the preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan is set out for each village in the tables below.

2.41

The sites that we think could be included in the allocation for each village are as follows (maps of the sites and alternatives are
attached as Appendix 6):
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Bromham
Table 4: Preferred sites in Bromham
Site
Address
number
Bromham – Option 1 West Bromham
43
Land south of Northampton Road

49
Land at Northampton Road
51
Land at Stagsden Road
Bromham – Option 1 summary
Bromham – Option 2 North Bromham
56 / 413
Land west of Oakley Road

Bromham – Option 2 summary

Estimated Comments
capacity
500 Site 43 incorporates sites 49 and 51. The position and design of access points
to the site needs to be agreed. A new landscaped edge to the village will need
to be provided.
Included within site 43.
Included within site 43
500 The sites are in different ownerships so it would require the cooperation of the
owners to secure necessary infrastructure improvements. The location next to
the bypass should minimise traffic through the village.
500 Only part of this site would be required to meet the strategy figure. Access
should be from Oakley Road rather than Mollivers Lane although there could be
pedestrian and cycle access from here. A new landscaped edge to the village
will need to be provided.
500 As the option only requires a single site it should be easier to secure the delivery
of necessary infrastructure. The location of the site is likely to increase traffic
through the village centre.

Neighbourhood Plan position
Bromham is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan that will allocate development sites. If progressed, the allocation will be decided by the Parish
Council and could include other sites to those listed above if justified in the Neighbourhood Plan.
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Clapham
Table 5: Preferred sites in Clapham
.
Site
Address
number
Clapham – Option 1 North Clapham
71
Land at Milton Road
73
74
76, 79,
80, 597

Poultry Houses, Milton Road
Land adjoining 35 Oakley Road
Land at Milton Road

Clapham – Option 1 summary

Clapham – Option 2 East Clapham
75
Land north of Clapham
Clapham – Option 2 summary

Estimated Comments
capacity
210 Area between The Folly housing and the bypass with access from Milton Road.
Probable location for new school.
25 This is a largely brownfield site.
5 Small area of land between existing housing and the bypass.
200 These sites overlap and are in several ownerships. Access is likely to be from
Milton Road and the relationship with Twinwoods Road will need careful
consideration.
440 The sites are in different ownerships so it would require the cooperation of the
owners to secure necessary infrastructure improvements. Site density may
need to increase to achieve 500 homes. Location of sites north of the village and
near the bypass should minimise traffic through the village.
500 Only part of this site would be required to meet the strategy figure.
500 As the option only requires a single site it should be easier to secure the delivery
of necessary infrastructure. The location of the site is likely to increase traffic
through the village centre but is closer to existing facilities.

Neighbourhood Plan position
Clapham is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan that will allocate development sites. If progressed, the allocation will be decided by the Parish
Council and could include other sites to those listed above if justified in the Neighbourhood Plan.
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Great Barford
Table 6: Preferred sites in Great Barford
Site
Address
Estimated
number
capacity
Great Barford – Option 1 North and East Great Barford
532, 128 Land north of Roxton Road
100
123, 526 Land at Addingtons Road and
100
Roxton Road
605
Land between Addingtons Road
10
and Roxton Road
114, 118, Brewers Hall Farm, College Farm,
350
495, 535, The Nurseries, land between
603
Addingtons Road and New Road
Great Barford – Option 1 summary
560

Great Barford – Option 2 East Great Barford
125
Land at Green End Road
129
Land at Silver Street
123, 526 Land at Addingtons Road and
Roxton Road
605
Land between Addingtons Road
and Roxton Road
114, 118, Brewers Hall Farm, College Farm,
495, 535, The Nurseries, land between
603
Addingtons Road and New Road
Great Barford – Option 2 summary

Comments

Only part of this site would be developed so as to minimise landscape impacts.
Existing roads provide a clear boundary to the site.
A small site between existing development.
These sites overlap. Impact on landscape needs to be assessed. Probable
location for new school.
The sites are in different ownerships so it would require the cooperation of the
owners to secure necessary infrastructure improvements.
Concentrates development to the east of the village which should minimise
traffic through the village centre.

20 Opportunity to enhance the edge of the settlement with suitable landscaping.
10 Opportunity to enhance the edge of the settlement with suitable landscaping.
100 Existing roads provide a clear boundary to the site.
10 A small site between existing development.
350 These sites overlap. Impact on landscape needs to be assessed. Probable
location for new school.
490 The sites are in different ownerships so it would require the cooperation of the
owners to secure necessary infrastructure improvements. Site density may
need to increase to achieve 500 homes.
Includes two smaller sites to the west of the village which should give a greater
range of development sites.
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Great Barford – Option 3 South West Great Barford
670
Land at Green End
500 Only part of this site adjoining the village would be required to meet the strategy
figure. A new landscaped edge to the village will need to be provided.
Development layout will need to take account of heritage constraints.
116
Coalville Farm, Bedford Road
Included within site 670.
127
Land at Home Farm
Included within site 670.
Great Barford – Option 3 summary
500 As the option only requires a single site it should be easier to secure the delivery
of necessary infrastructure. Concentrates development to the west of the village
which should minimise traffic through the village centre.
Neighbourhood Plan position
Great Barford is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan but it will not allocate development sites.

Sharnbrook
Table 7: Preferred sites in Sharnbrook
Site
Address
Estimated Comments
number
capacity
Sharnbrook – Option 1 South and West Sharnbrook
619
Land between The Retreat and
5 Access to site constrains capacity.
John Gibbard School
238
Land at Yelnow Lane
65 Heritage constraints may reduce capacity or make the site unsuitable. Further
assessment required.
527
Land at School Approach
100 Possible location for new school or site 620.
620
Land east of Odell Road
400 Possible location for new school or site 527.
251
Prospect Place, Odell Road
6 Continues frontage development.
Sharnbrook – Option 1 summary
576 The sites are in different ownerships so it would require the cooperation of the
owners to secure necessary infrastructure improvements. Concentrates growth
on the west side of the village which could increase traffic through village centre.
Sites in this option are more distant from the village centre than for other options.
Potential impact on views of Ouse valley.
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Sharnbrook – Option 2 South and East Sharnbrook
236, 617 Land at Kennell Hill
95 These sites overlap. Only part of the larger site would be required so as to limit
intrusion into the countryside.
619
Land between The Retreat and
5 Access to site constrains capacity.
John Gibbard School
527
Land at School Approach
100 Possible location for new school or site 620.
620
Land east of Odell Road
400 Possible location for new school or site 527.
251
Prospect Place, Odell Road
6 Continues frontage development.
Sharnbrook– Option 2 summary
606 The sites are in different ownerships so it would require the cooperation of the
owners to secure necessary infrastructure improvements.
Moving some growth east of the High Street could minimise traffic through the
village centre. Potential impact on views of Ouse valley.
Sharnbrook – Option 3 South, East and West Sharnbrook
234
Land at Coffle End, Mill Road
10 This site would only be included if the settlement policy area were extended to
include existing development at Coffle End and Kennell Hill.
236, 617 Land at Kennell Hill
95 These sites overlap. Only part of the larger site would be required so as to limit
intrusion into the countryside.
619
Land between The Retreat and
5 Access to site constrains capacity.
John Gibbard School
238
Land at Yelnow Lane
65 Heritage constraints may reduce capacity or make the site unsuitable. Further
assessment required.
527
Land at School Approach
100 Probable location for new school.
620
Land east of Odell Road
250 Only eastern part of this site would be required to meet the strategy figure.
251
Prospect Place, Odell Road
6 Continues frontage development.
Sharnbrook – Option 3 summary
531 The sites are in different ownerships so it would require the cooperation of the
owners to secure necessary infrastructure improvements.
Moving more growth east of the High Street could minimise traffic through the
village centre. Sites in option are closer to the village centre than for other
options. Impact on views of Ouse valley reduced.
Sharnbrook – Option 4
100 In principle the alternative of allocating only 100 dwellings in Sharnbrook (which
would not require a new school) using any of sites 238, 236 / 617, 240 / 619 and
527 (shown on other map options) could also represent a further option although
this would not be consistent with the preferred strategy.
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Neighbourhood Plan position
Sharnbrook is not preparing a Neighbourhood Plan.

Wilstead
Table 8: Preferred sites in Wilstead
Site
Address
number
Wilstead – North and South Wilstead
297
Land at Whitworth Way
648
Land at Luton Road

649, 300 Land off Howard Close
349, 674, Village Farm, Cotton End Road
302
Wilstead – summary

Estimated Comments
capacity
70 Site granted planning permission for up to 70 dwellings on appeal in April 2017.
250 Possible location for new school or site 349 / 674 / 302. The site includes the
northern field of the Wilstead Meadows County Wildlife site and its ecological
enhancement will be required as part of the development of this site.
40
150 These sites overlap. Only part of the larger site would be required so as to limit
intrusion into the countryside. Possible location for new school or site 648.
510 There is only one option of sites in Wilstead. The sites are in different
ownerships so it would require the cooperation of the owners to secure
necessary infrastructure improvements and ecological enhancement of the
County Wildlife Site.

Neighbourhood Plan position
Wilstead is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan which will allocate development sites.

2.42

It is not intended that the whole of each of these sites will be developed up to the boundary. Instead, landscaping and open space
will be included to soften the edges of development and provide appropriate buffers. Where the amount of development requires
significantly less land than has been proposed the maps in Appendix 6 give an initial indication of where we think building could
take place. Revised Settlement Policy Areas that define the village built-up area will be drawn for each village where sites are
allocated, in accordance with the principles established in the Allocations and Designations Local Plan, 2013.
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2.43

As previously stated, new primary schools and other infrastructure improvements will be required at an early stage as part of the
developments in the Group 1 villages. Where several sites are allocated in a village, we will therefore need evidence from all the
developers that they are willing to work together if these sites are to be considered further for inclusion in the local plan. For groups
of sites that do proceed to allocation there will be a requirement that planning permission will not be granted for any of the individual
sites until the timing of infrastructure needed to support the whole of the allocation has been agreed and secured by legal
agreement.
Question 6 on the separate response form is about specific sites and options for delivering the amount of growth
identified for Group 1 villages. Please let us know by answering Question 6 whether or not you agree with the list of
potential development sites in each village and which of the options, if any, you prefer. You may also want to suggest
other combinations of sites.

Group 2 Villages – Rural Service Centres
2.44

In the Group 2 villages much lower amounts of growth are proposed in the preferred strategy where there is space available in
existing primary schools in the village or nearby. In our initial assessment of which sites could be allocated we have proposed that
the villages of Carlton, Harrold, Milton Ernest, Oakley, Roxton and Turvey should each aim to provide about 50 additional homes
and at least 25 each. This flexible target recognises that the villages have different needs and opportunities for growth.
Development in this range also reflects the space available in existing primary schools.

2.45

No allocation is proposed for other Group 2 villages because of a lack of capacity in primary schools. In the case of Stewartby,
development is already taking place as a result of a long-standing commitment at Broadmead Road, which is now under
construction. The brownfield site opportunity of the brickworks site could result in further growth towards the end of the period
covered by the local plan.
Question 7 on the separate response form is about the part that Group 2 villages play in the development strategy.
Please tell us by answering Question 7 whether you agree or disagree with the amount of development allocated to the
Group 2 villages.
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2.46

As previously, constraints such as the need to avoid areas of flooding, retain valued open spaces and landscapes, and protect our
heritage mean that not all sites are suitable. Nevertheless, in many of the villages our initial assessment shows that there is more
than one way of achieving the number of homes implied in the development strategy target. We have shortlisted all the sites in
each village that we think have potential, although some sites performed better in the initial assessment than others. Not all of the
sites will be needed and they could be combined in different ways. We would appreciate your views on the sites and your opinion
on the best combinations. We will take account of your comments when we make the final selection of sites for the local plan. The
results of the initial assessment of the sites that have been put forward for consideration within the Group 2 villages are contained
in the topic paper Site Assessments and Potential Options for Allocation.

2.47

We know that some Parish Councils are preparing Neighbourhood Plans that will include development site allocations. If it is likely
that that such Neighbourhood Plans are sufficiently progressed by the time the local plan has to be submitted and they include sites
that reflect the number identified in the local plan strategy, then no allocations will need to be made in the local plan for that village.
Instead, the allocation of sites will be decided locally by the Parish Council in consultation with the local community. Consulting on
sites in all Group 2 villages at this stage however, allows us to pick up the task of allocating sites if for some reason a
Neighbourhood Plan doesn’t progress as anticipated. Using the information that we have been given by the Parish Councils, the
latest position regarding the preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan is set out for each village in the tables below.

2.48

The shortlist of sites from which the allocation for each village could be made are as follows (maps of the sites are attached as
Appendix 7):
Carlton
Table 9: Alternative sites in Carlton
Site
Address
number
Carlton – preferred strategy requirement 25-50
66
Land at The Causeway
451
Land at rear of The Grange
464, 576 Land off The Moor
476, 577 Land off The Marsh
478, 578 Land off The Causeway
477/573
Land between Pavenham Rd and

Estimated Comments
capacity
10
13
30
32
54
20
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67/574
485

Felmersham Rd
Land at Victoria Farm
Eden Farm, Eden Lane

12
15 Development must take account of the Conservation Area opposite and
views into and out of the village given edge of the village location. Access
arrangements could be coordinated with Site 66. Only part of the site
required to meet the strategy figure.

Neighbourhood Plan position
Carlton is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan that will allocate development sites. If progressed, the allocation will be decided by the Parish
Council and could include other sites to those listed above if justified in the Neighbourhood Plan.

Harrold
Table 10: Alternative sites in Harrold
Site
Address
number
Harrold – preferred strategy requirement 25-50
137
Land at Brook Lane and recreation
ground
138
Land at Brook Lane
143
Land at Odell Road, Little Odell
579
Land east of Orchard Lane
606
Priory Farm

Estimated Comments
capacity
16 Overlaps with site 138.
15 Overlaps with site 137.
40
135 Only part of this site would be required to meet the strategy figure.
150 Only part of this site would be required to meet the strategy figure.
Heritage constraints may reduce capacity.

Neighbourhood Plan position
Harrold is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan that will allocate development sites. If progressed, the allocation will be decided by the Parish
Council and could include other sites to those listed above if justified in the Neighbourhood Plan.

Milton Ernest
Table 11: Alternative sites in Milton Ernest
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Site
Address
Estimated Comments
number
capacity
Milton Ernest – preferred strategy requirement 25-50
161
Land adjacent to Church Green
5
162
Land at Marsh Lane
16
518
Marsh Lane
30
678
Rushden Road
(1.39ha) Brownfield land. Site proposed for employment uses B1, B2, B8 including
live work units. Residential capacity to be assessed.
Neighbourhood Plan position
Milton Ernest is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan that will allocate development sites. If progressed, the allocation will be decided by the
Parish Council and could include other sites to those listed above if justified in the Neighbourhood Plan.

Oakley
Table 12: Alternative sites in Oakley
Site
Address
Estimated Comments
number
capacity
Oakley – preferred strategy requirement 25-50
166
Land rear of 38 High Street
8
169
Land north of Church Lane
22 Part of a village open space. Careful landscaping would be required.
170, 521 Land off Station Road
250 Only part of this site would be required to meet strategy figure.
171
Land opposite The Bedford Arms, High
25
Street
345
Pavenham Road
10
406
Land at Town Farm
25
Neighbourhood Plan position
Oakley is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan that will allocate development sites. If progressed, the allocation will be decided by the Parish
Council and could include other sites to those listed above if justified in the Neighbourhood Plan.
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Roxton
Table 13: Alternative sites in Roxton
Site
Address
number
Roxton – preferred strategy requirement 25-50
226
College Farm
230
Land at Old Bedford Road
440

Land at College Farm

225

Land north of School Lane

514

Land north of School Lane

Estimated Comments
capacity
10 Capacity could increase given the size of the site.
13 Developable area of site is reduced to reflect structure of the existing
village.
26 Developable area of site is reduced to reflect structure of the existing
village.
80 Part of site 514. Only part of this site would be required to meet the
strategy figure.
150 Includes site 225. Only part of this site would be required to meet the
strategy figure.
150 Only part of this site would be required to meet the strategy figure.

515
Land south of School Lane
Neighbourhood Plan position
Roxton is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan. It is not clear at this stage if it will allocate development sites.

Turvey
Table 14: Alternative sites in Turvey
Site
Address
number
Turvey – preferred strategy requirement 25-50
282
Land off Carlton Road
280
Land at Newton Road
631
Land at Newton Lane
632

Land at Newton Lane

Estimated Comments
capacity
380 Only part of this site would be required to meet the strategy figure.
30 Overlaps with sites 631, 632.
70 Overlaps with sites 280, 632. Only part of this site would be required to
meet the strategy figure.
150 Overlaps with sites 280, 631. Only part of this site would be required to
meet the strategy figure.
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Neighbourhood Plan position
Turvey is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan. It is not clear at this stage if it will allocate development sites.

2.49

If included in the local plan, it is not intended that the whole of any of these sites will be developed up to the boundary. Instead,
landscaping and open space will be included to soften the edges of development and provide appropriate buffers. Where the
amount of development requires significantly less land than has been proposed the maps in Appendix 7 give an initial indication of
where we think building could take place. Revised Settlement Policy Areas that define the village built-up area will be drawn for
each village where sites are allocated in accordance with the principles established in the Allocations and Designations Local Plan,
2013.
Question 8 on the separate response form is about specific sites for delivering the amount of growth identified for Group
2 villages. Please let us know by answering Question 8 whether or not you agree with the list of potential development
sites and which, if any, you prefer.

Group 3 and 4 settlements, and remaining rural areas
2.50

In the even smaller (Group 3 and 4) settlements we are not proposing to allocate any growth in the local plan. This does not mean
that development cannot occur here: Parish Councils have powers to prepare their own Neighbourhood Plans and this means that
they can allocate sites for development to provide opportunities for small-scale growth. However where the community doesn’t
want to prepare a neighbourhood plan, the local plan will include a policy that allows small amounts of development if supported by
the local community. The policy could be as follows:-

Draft policy for development in Group 3 and 4 settlements
Exceptionally, in those parts of the rural area where the Local Plan does not make a specific allocation, planning permission
will be granted for small scale residential development which is required to support local facilities or to meet an identified local
need.
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Sites should be located either:
 Within a settlement with a Settlement Policy Area
 Immediately adjoining a settlement with a Settlement Policy Area
 Within or adjoining a settlement without a Settlement Policy Area.
Planning permission will only be granted where all of the following criteria are met:
i) The need for the development is evidenced by an up to date study which clearly identifies the nature and scale of the local
need, or the local facility which is threatened with closure, together with evidence to show how the development would
maintain that facility; and
ii) The application is made by or fully supported by the Parish Council or other properly constituted local body which fully
represents the local community; and
iii) The application is supported by evidence that a majority of the local community is in favour of the proposal; and
iv) Evidence is provided to demonstrate that the scale of the development is limited to that necessary to meet local needs or to
support local facilities; and
v) The development contributes positively to the character of the settlement and the scheme is appropriate to the structure,
form, character and size of the settlement.

Question 9 is about the approach for development in Group 3 and 4 settlements. Please tell us by answering Question 9
on the separate response form whether you agree or disagree with this approach. Please also tell us if you have any
comments on the wording of the policy.

2.51

In the remaining area of the borough development will be carefully managed to safeguard the intrinsic character and beauty of the
countryside. This means that development will be limited to ‘rural exceptions’ affordable housing schemes and replacement
dwellings. The local plan will support agricultural and forestry enterprises and other appropriate rural businesses. This will include
opportunities for farm diversification including the re-use of buildings and new tourism and recreation activities. In addition,
opportunities will be taken to enhance the network of green infrastructure that provides an essential biodiversity and recreational
resource in the countryside.
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3

Local Green Spaces

3.1

Local Green Space is a new national designation that can be included in plans to identify green areas of particular importance to
the community and prevent inappropriate development from taking place on them. The Government has very strict guidelines
about what can be designated and says that the Local Green Space designation will not be appropriate for most green areas or
open space. We have therefore produced a methodology to guide the assessment of potential sites. As part of the 2015
consultation we asked you about the draft selection methodology and in response you made a number of useful comments which
have helped us to refine it. In addition, further potential sites were submitted by both the public and Parish Councils and we now
have over 210 potential sites in total.

3.2

All of the submitted sites have now been assessed and the results of this are set out in the topic paper Local Green Space
Assessment Methodology and Initial Site Assessment. The paper includes maps of all of the sites that were submitted for
consideration as well as those that we think meet the criteria for selection.
Question 10 on the response form is about Local Green Spaces. Please tell us by answering Question 10 on the
separate response form whether you agree or disagree with the selection of Local Green Spaces.

4

Evidence to support the local plan

4.1

Our previous consultations were supported by a number of technical documents which explained in more detail our thinking for the
local plan. These evidence base documents can be found on the Local Plan 2035 page of the Council’s website. As a result of
changes to the assessment of housing need, some of this evidence has had to be updated. In addition some new evidence base
documents have been completed. The following updated and new evidence base documents can be found on the Local Plan 2035
page of the Council’s website.


Updated Strategic Housing Market Assessment (October 2016)
This updates our consultant’s assessment of housing need for the housing market area, taking account of revised population
and household forecasts.
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Development Strategy and Site Selection Methodology (as at April 2017)
This updates our thinking of how development should be distributed between settlements and sets out our preferred strategy for
consultation.



Rural Settlement Hierarchy Scoring Methodology (as at April 2017).
This updates previous work that looks at the availability of services and facilities in settlements, using this to rank the
settlements and then group them into four levels.



New Settlements Assessment Framework Methodology and Initial Site Assessment (as at April 2017).
This explains how we narrowed down the various large-scale site proposals to four potential new settlements. A methodology
for assessing these sites is set out together with information about each one.



Strategic Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment (as at April 2017).
This lists sites that may have some potential for housing or economic development uses. It considers the availability, suitability,
and likely economic viability of these sites to meet identified needs over the plan period.



Education Implications for Local Plan 2035 (as at April 2017).
This looks at the educational needs arising from new development.



Site Assessments and Potential Options for Allocation (as at April 2017).
This sets out our initial assessment of sites using the site selection methodology (see above). It shows how the proposed
options for sites in each settlement have been chosen.



Local Green Space Assessment Methodology and Initial Site Assessment (as at April 2017).
This sets out our draft methodology for assessing Local Green Spaces and the results of the initial selection of sites. It includes
a draft policy for protecting Local Green Spaces.



Economy and Employment Topic Paper 2016 (as at April 2017).
This updates our consultant’s 2015 study findings on employment land supply and demand over the plan period.



Bedford Retail Study Update (March 2017)
This updates our consultant’s assessment of the need for retail floorspace over the plan period.
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Updated Commercial Leisure Needs Study (as at April 2017).
This updates our assessment of the need for commercial leisure development over the plan period.



Hotel Futures Update 2014 (addendum November 2016).
This updates our consultant’s assessment of hotel need over the plan period.



Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment (as at April 2017).
This sets out our consultant’s assessment of the need for Gypsy and Traveller pitches over the plan period.



Renewable Energy Resources Topic Paper (December 2016).
This identifies areas potentially suitable for renewable energy development.



Shopping Policies Topic Paper (April 2017).
This identifies the boundaries of town centres and retail frontages in order to support draft policies that guide shopping
development in centres including changes of use.



Second Addendum to Issues and Options Sustainability Appraisal (as at April 2017).
This sets out our sustainability appraisal of development strategy options.



Sustainability Appraisal of Sites (as at April 2017).
This sets out our sustainability appraisal of individual site submissions.



Issues and Options Paper 2015 - Consultation Comments and Responses (as at April 2017).
This sets out the comments you made to the consultation on the Issues and Options Paper 2015 and the Council’s response,
showing how your comments have been taken into account.



IPe (Intelligent Plans and Examinations) report to Bedford Borough Council (November 2016)
This provides advice on how to approach small scale development in smaller settlements through the development
management process.
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Landscape Sensitivity Study; Group 1 and Group 2 Villages (April 2017)
This draws together key information from the Bedford Borough Landscape Character Assessment 2014 at a settlement scale to
inform the selection of sites.

Question 11 on the separate response form is about the evidence base documents that explain our thinking for
the local plan. Please tell us by answering Question 11 if you have any comments on any of these documents.
We are aware that changes to the way that housing need is calculated are to be consulted on by Government and
that a methodology different to that set out in the SHMA update 2016 may lead to numbers that are different to
those in this consultation document.

Question 12 on the separate response form is specifically about the new settlement proposals and our initial
appraisal of the sites that have been put forward. Please tell us by answering Question 12 if you have any
comments on the study “New Settlements Assessment Framework Methodology and Initial Site Assessment”.
Having read the initial appraisal do you have a preference for which settlement(s) the Council should investigate
further with a view to allocation?
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Appendix 3 - Location
of Preferred Sites in
the Urban Area
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Appendix 4 - Location of
Opportunity Sites in
the Urban Area
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Appendix 5 - Location of
Preferred Sites adjoining the
Urban Area: Salph End
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Appendix 5 - Location of
Preferred Sites adjoining the
Urban Area: Gibraltar Corner
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Appendix 5 - Location of
Preferred Sites adjoining the
Urban Area: Lodge Hill
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Appendix 5 - Location of
Preferred Sites adjoining the
Urban Area: Land rear of
94-122 Bromham Road
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Appendix 6 - Location of
Alternative Site Selections in Group
1 Villages: Bromham Option 1
West Bromham
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Appendix 6 - Location of
Alternative
Site Selections in Group
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Appendix 6 - Location of
Alternative Site Selections in
Group 1 Villages: Clapham Option 1
North Clapham
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Appendix 6 - Location of
Alternative Site Selections in Group
1 Villages: Clapham Option 2
East Clapham
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Appendix 6 - Location of
Alternative Site Selections in
Group 1 Villages: Great Barford
Option 1 North &
East Great Barford
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Appendix 6 - Location of
Alternative Site Selections in
Group 1 Villages: Great Barford
Option 2 East Great Barford
Roxton CP
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Appendix 6 - Location of
Alternative Site Selections in
Group 1 Villages: Great Barford
Option 3 South West Great Barford
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Appendix 6 - Location of
Alternative Site Selections in
Group 1 Villages: Sharnbrook
Option 1 South & West Sharnbrook
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Appendix 6 - Location of
Alternative Site Selections in
Group 1 Villages: Sharnbrook
Option 2 South & East Sharnbrook
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Appendix 6 - Location of
Alternative Site Selections in
Group 1 Villages: Sharnbrook
Option 3 South, East and
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Appendix 6 - Location of
Alternative Site Selections
in
Eastcotts CP
Group 1 Villages: North
and South Wilstead
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Appendix 7 - Location of
Alternative Sites in
Group 2 Villages:
Harrold
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Appendix 7 - Location of
Alternative Sites in
Group 2 Villages:
Carlton
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Appendix 7 - Location of
Alternative Sites in
Group 2 Villages:
Milton Ernest
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Appendix 7 - Location of
Alternative Sites in
Group 2 Villages:
Oakley
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Appendix 7 - Location of
Alternative Sites in
Group 2 Villages:
Roxton
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Appendix 7 - Location of
Alternative Sites in
Group 2 Villages:
Turvey
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